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76#51088.#54620.#54028.#50640.#54644.#45440.#45796. laconic -

effusive 77More often than not, #46500. #52824.#51032. #44221.

#51316.#45824.#54665.#51008. ----- #44163.#47196.

#44033.#50632.#54872.#48372.#50640. #54620.

#51648.#45230.#51648.#51080.#50640.#44536.#44228.#54644.#4453

6.#50640. #51473.#45716. #51008. #47084.#49373.#51060.

-----#50632.#51012. #47140.#45796.. calculated - dubious 78No

other work of hers could gain a same renown as her first work -----.

Given, #51008. #51088.#51060. Her first novel is not

perfect#45796.#51032.#50640. ----- #44592.

#47928.#52268.#54616.#47448. 79~#46160.

#47532.#51088.#45796.#46041.#46308.#54616.#45236.#51012.

------- #45716. #47928.#48156.#54664.#46412.

#46160.#45440.#51648.#51648.#51008.

#46308.#51088.#46308.#51452.#50640. #54644. #46988.#51060.

------- #51452.#47484.

#46972.#51080.#45796.#44163.#47749.#54644.#45796.. ? -

skepticism (#53664.#44200.#51060. #46907.#44163.#50640.#45716.

-------#47564.#44163.#50500.#45796. welcome81Although Simpson

was ingenious at ------- to appear innovative and spontaneous,

beneath the ruse he remained uninspired and rigid in his approach to

problem-solving.(A) intending(B) contriving(C) forbearing(D)



declining(E) deserving82He tried so hard to stay ------- , but it is so

------- looking at his dirty paintings: clean#44160.#51473.)83Thanks

to his ------- writing style, the writer tender the extremely exciting

stories, which are based on the luck of every day life, as -------

work.soporific - tedious84Artist#51088.#51032.

#54408.#54616.#48372.#47140.#45432.#54664.#45208.,

#49888.#51089.#51060. untidy#44172. #50668.#45432.#51060.

-------#45796.#49373.#54664.#45576.#49888.,

#46976.#51649.#44284. #45768.#49324.#45716. -------#45796.

embattled86art#51333.#51201.#47196. #44288.#44032.#44256.

#50612.#44536. #49884.#45716.

#49696.#50688.#53440.#54616.#50948.#47213.#54616.#51088.#4945

7.) as a teacher, she did not allow

-------.lax(#47564.#48120.#51201.#50684.#51008. #51648.

#52376.#54616.#54616.#47564.#50500.#45796. : viciously ~ -------

#45796. signal - perpetuate91The scientist found it ------- that her

rival’s theory retained its currency ----- despite widespread

suggestions.Everyone finds it ---- that her theory encountered

opposition despite widespread --- that it was right. The researcher

finds it ---- that she has many opponents despite the widespread ---

of her work. puzzling - agreement92Demographic research that is

----- is not useful to ~~~. (#44396.#51032.

#44201.#54616.#46412.#50640. #44163.#50672.#54624.

#50836.#50630.#49457.#51060. change rapidly#44592.

#47928.#45796..mutable93If the state government’s latest budget

problems were ----, it would not be useful to employ them as ----



examples in the effort to avoid the inevitable effects of shortsighted

fiscal. anomalous - illuminating94It was not a praise or criticism,

neither compliment or -------.animadversion (#45212.)95The

newborn human infant is not a passive figure, nor an active one, but

what might be called an actively --- one, eagerly attentive as it is to

sights and sounds. receptive96A curious character of many cancers is

------- between ------- cancer causing agent and clinical -----.

(#51008. #46308.#55141.#47196.#53945.#51008.

#50976.#47932.#51032.

#52636.#44592.#50516.#51092.#49324.#50640.

#51104.#44592.#51080.#45716. #51060.#50612.#50668.#51032.

#48264. #54408.#51648.#44620.#51032. #54408.#45716.

#44221.#51060. #50864. #46992.#54664.#49104.#50500.#46972., the

least #54665.#45796.) ★ (1#44277.#44284. #50640. #55180.

#51060.)98Because writer thought that the mark of -------

grandiosity ----- not as the common . without seeking ⋯ ( ) the

vernacular. (#46500. #54217.#45716. grandiosity #44256. not as the

common#44163.#51060. #52824. #45716.

#54617.#46972.#50668.#44592. #47928.#44536.

#46988.#45824.#54616.#49324.#46308.#47484.

#45796..)#54617.#54408.#50948.#54632.#51068.#50616.#50640.#522

86.#49688. #45716. grandiosity#44592.

#47928.#51089.#46308.#51068.#50612.#49324.#54616.#44163.#5466
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